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Abstract
Responsible AI is becoming critical since AI is used in everyday lives. Search, recommender, and ranking
techniques widely used in multiple industries are using ML models heavily. Not only do we need to
improve the accuracy of the models but also need to guarantee fairness, resiliency to noise, explainability,
and authoritative results. These objectives are not only relevant for ML model training but also, we need
to ensure that we are showing fair as well as authoritative results. In this paper, we propose a host score
prediction technique via which we try to demote the unsatisfactory hosts based on the integrity, quality, and
authority (where is the information from, and is the information credible) of the hosts. Based on multiple
features extracted for the host from context and other stats we publish scores for the host which indicate if
they are good to show up on the landing page. We demote down hosts having low scores (i.e. unsatisfactory
hosts) below a threshold and thus, reduce leakage of Bing via this technique making sure that there is no
impact on the relevance of results. Finally, we show state-of-the-art results on our dataset built around
billions of hosts. We show that this technique around responsible AI is highly robust and easy to deploy. We
believe to have scratched the niche area of responsible AI and suggest further research challenges around this work.
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1. Introduction
In recent times, we have seen ample ML systems deployed
to production, failing without adequately analyzing the risk
of ML models. Companies like Google, Microsoft, Meta,
and IBM have time and again said out loud of AI systems
need not only to be accurate, but also to be developed,
evaluated, and monitored for trust. The major objectives
around which Responsible AI revolves are explainability,
interpretability, ethics, fairness, robustness, and security.
We need responsible AI since the data is highly biased due to
human assumptions, system bias, algorithm bias, measure-
ment bias, etc. So, let’s say that the training data contains
a bias towards a specific population and is highly skewed
towards those, then there is a limit on the trained model to
avoid these irrespective of the training model with the best
algorithms. Hence, we need to address these root causes by
removing bias initially and constructing data in an unbiased
manner.
Most datasets currently used to train defensive(area on racial
hate, climate change, elections, coronavirus, vaccines, opi-

oids, etc. especially spreading misinformation) query clas-
sifiers were collected through crowdsourced annotations
[1, 2], despite the risk of annotator bias. More specifically,
annotators are more likely to label comments as abusive
if they are written in African American English (AAE).
We have multiple techniques to deal with annotator bias as
defined in[3, 4]. But instead of using these complex tech-
niques, we follow a rigorous process for the annotation task,
wherein a set of hosts were annotated by a minimum of 5 dif-
ferent human judges. Judges were given multiple guidelines
for annotation, and hidden quality control measures were
employed to remove judgments from incompetent judges.
We performed post-filtering of judgments based on the sig-
nificant disagreement of the judge with other judges, which
resulted in an iterative process following which judgments
from over a few judges were removed from the pool of
judges. The final label was calculated on the majority judg-
ment on the URL, and therefore, bias if any, was amortized.
While taking the judgments, there were a lot of checks done
in terms of training the judges, putting up SPAMs to con-
stantly monitor the quality of judgment and any spammy
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annotation identified by such judges.
Since the queries around defensive areas are not that fre-
quent, compared to the head queries or the generic queries
that most populations trigger, we need to specifically an-
alyze these queries’ results and act carefully around such
areas. A lot of malicious user-generated content also re-
volves around such areas, which has a bad impact on the
people using the search engine. To mitigate these issues,
we need to penalize these hosts and demote them. More-
over, we face challenges around the maintenance of the ML
models since they degrade over time. We have a dashboard
monitoring the performance of our model. When the per-
formance drops beyond a certain threshold, we re-train the
model on fresh data.
Finally, we propose the major contributions made in this
paper:

• We propose an ML model to classify if a query is
defensive or not.

• We propose a second model to identify if a host is of
low authority or not and finally reduce leakage around
the defensive area.

• We propose a few approaches focusing on data pre-
processing to reduce the noise and predict precise host
scores.

The above contributions show that our work scratches the
surface of responsible AI for removing low authority hosts
from the SERP (Search Engine Results Page). The leakage
of Bing is 20% and Google is 13%. Our main goal is
to reduce this gap between Bing and Google in terms of
leakage.

2. Related Works
Trustworthiness Several authors agree upon the search for
trustworthiness as the primary aim of an XAI (Explainable
AI) model[5, 6]. However, declaring a model as explain-
able as per its capabilities of inducing trust might not be
fully compliant with the requirement of model explainabil-
ity. Trustworthiness might be considered as the confidence
of whether a model will act as intended when facing a given
problem. Although it should most certainly be a property
of any explainable model, it does not imply that every trust-
worthy model can be considered explainable on its own,
nor is trustworthiness a property easy to quantify. The trust
might be far from being the only purpose of an explainable
model since the relation between the two if agreed upon,
is not reciprocal. Part of the reviewed papers mentions the
concept of trust when stating their purpose for achieving
explainability.

3. Methodology
Our goal is to train a model that can predict whether a
target host is an authoritative (satisfactory and neutral) or
low authority (unsatisfactory) host. To achieve this, we use
multiple features from the index platform team like stats of
hosts (impression Count, access Count, isNavQuery, Clicks)
and a few other features like impactScore, spamScore, etc.

Model Architecture: Our demotion model consists of three
parts:

1. An encoder H that encodes the query text into a high
dimensional space.

2. A binary classifier C that predicts whether the query is
a defensive query or not.

3. A secondary classifier (low authority) which says that
for the particular query marked as defensive whether
the host appearing in SERP(Search Engine Results
Page) is defensive(area on racial hate, climate change,
elections, coronavirus, vaccines, opioids, etc.) or not.

Training data: Each data point in our training set is a
pair (xi, yi); i ∈ 1...N , where xi is the input query text,
yi is the label for the query being defensive or not. The
(xi, yi) tuples are used to train the classifier C. We adopt
a two-phase training procedure from [7]. We use this
procedure because [7] shows that their model is more
effective than alternatives in a setting similar. The classifier
supports multi-lingual text classification.

3.1. Binary Classifier

Training procedure: The key idea of the model in Fig.1 is
to deeply mimic the teacher’s self-attention module, which
draws dependencies between words and is the vital compo-
nent of Transformer. To introduce more fine-grained self-
attention knowledge and avoid using teacher’s self-attention
distributions, we introduce multi-head self-attention rela-
tions of pairs of queries, keys, and values to train the student.
Our method eliminates the restriction on the number of atten-
tion heads of student models. Moreover, using more relation
heads in computing self-attention brings more fine-grained
self-attention knowledge and improves the performance of
the student model.
We use A1, A2, and A3 to denote queries, keys, and values
of multiple relation heads. The training objective between
teacher and student having multi-head self-attention relation
is described via KL divergence:

L =

3∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

αijLi (1)



Figure 1. MiniLM Architecture

THREAT THRESHOLD PRECISION RECALL F1
ANTISEMITIC HATE 0.9 0.72 0.733 0.726
CORONAVIRUS 0.7 0.987 0.929 0.979
BLM 0.85 0.898 0.93 0.914
OPIOIDS 0.9 0.943 0.929 0.936

Table 1. Classification accuracies for MultiLM model.

Lij =
1

Ar|x|

Ar∑
a=1
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T
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where AT
i,l,a ∈ R|x|Xdr and AS

i,m,a ∈ R|x|Xd
′
r are the

queries, keys, and values of a relation head of l-th teacher
layer and m-th student layer. dr and d

′

r are the relation
head size of the teacher and student model.RT

ij,l is the self-
attention relation of AT

i,l and AT
j,l of teacher model.

The student models are initialized randomly. For models
distilled from RoBERTa[8], we use similar pre-training
datasets as in[9].

3.2. Secondary Classifier(Low auth)

We use the above architecture for downstream tasks like clas-
sification, extractive QA, cross-lingual Natural Language In-
ference, and classifying which queries are defensive. More-
over, with the help of defensive queries, we can extract
corresponding hosts. But all these hosts need not necessar-
ily be defensive(bad) since there is leakage in query results.
Hence, we have a second classifier to identify defensive
hosts and demote them to reduce leakage. Formally leak-
age, is defined as the documents(in SERP results) adding
misinformation to the Bing results.
For these hosts, we obtain features from the index team like
impression Count, access Count, Clicks, URL Count, Trust
score, etc. We use these to classify whether a particular
host is defensive or not. Apart from these features, we add
Authority Score, and Domain Count as a feature to further
refine these scores. Since the defensive low authority hosts
are very few in numbers thus, we sampled the data accord-

ingly to make the ML model unbiased.
The model we use here is a mixture of Ridge regression
and RandomForest since the data is highly skewed towards
SAT(Satisfactory) hosts and thus is highly likely to over-
fit towards these hosts. Hence, we apply regularization to
reduce the overfitting issue.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset

The data is collected from the past year (Oct2020-Jul2021)
slapi( interface to access all the information in Search
Merge Log on Cosmos) query logs. We use OneDCG
extraction which uses human judges to label the queries.
On these, we use our first classifier Sec3.1 to find out which
queries are defensive.

4.2. Setup

We use the uncased version for BERT teacher models. We
train student models using 256 as the batch size and 6e-4 as
the peak learning rate for 400k steps. We use linear warm-up
over the first 4000 steps and linear decay. We use Adam[10]
with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999. The maximum sequence length
is set to 512. The dropout rate and weight decay are 0.1 and
0.01. The number of attention heads is 12 for all student
models. The number of relation heads is 48 and 64 for the
base-size and large-size teacher models, respectively. The
student models are initialized randomly.



Figure 2. Defect Rate Metrics

For multilingual student models distilled from XLM-R, we
perform training using the same datasets as in [11] for 1000k
steps.

4.3. Query Classifier Results

We cut out the dev set from our labeled data(3) and show
the results of our binary classifier on a few threats like
coronavirus, antisemitic hate, BLM (Black Lives Matter),
and opioids in the Table 1. Moreover, we can see that
our binary classifier works well in classifying queries for
multiple threats.

4.4. Low authority predictor

We use the above model’s result to find out hosts corre-
sponding to these defensive threat areas. Various features of
these hosts are used like impression Count, access Count,
isNavQuery, clicks, etc. to classify them into defensive and
non-defensive hosts.
We run the Low Authority classifier(3.2) on the detected
Defensive hosts to classify them into low and high authority
buckets. The results of the classifier on Defensive QuerySet
are shown in table 2. The focus of the predictor is on the
Unsatisfactory hosts for which the recall is increased from
3% to 47% compared to current production.
Moreover, we found out that a lot of UGC(User Generated
Content) sites were top contributors to spreading a lot of
misinformation. Hence, we demoted top UGC domains such
as wordpress, weebly, and blogspot and found no change in
the precision of our model but the recall went up to 75%.

4.5. Results on Trustworthy Metrics

We measure the trustworthiness of Bing using two signifi-
cant metrics. We define DefensiveQueryDefectRate@10(in
Fig.2) to be the percentage of queries leaking in the top
10 documents about a query, and DefensiveDocumentDe-
fectRate@10 as the percentage of leaking documents. So,

LABELS PRECISION RECALL F1
UNSATISFACTORY(PRODUCTION) 0.58 0.03 0.06
SATISFACTORY(PRODUCTION) 0.61 0.98 0.76
UNSATISFACTORY(LOW AUTH) 0.68 0.47∗& 0.56
SATISFACTORY(LOW AUTH) 0.71 0.85 0.77

Table 2. Comparing production and secondary classifier prediction
results. * and & signify statistically significant difference between
the method and two best performing baselines using χ2 test with
p ≤ 0.05

if a query has at least one document predicted as unsat-
isfactory, then it is said to be leaking. Hence, using this
low auth(3.2) model, we are able to reduce the Defensive-
QueryDefectRate@10 by approximately 3.44% as evident
in Fig2(results on test set) and the DefensiveDocumentDe-
fectRate@10 by approx. 0.83% which shows there is not
much hit on relevance on the Query results when triggered
on Bing. Hence, with the help of this technique, we can
reduce leakage by approx. 3%. Thus, we can reduce the
gap from 7%(20%-13% as mentioned earlier) to 3.56%(20-
13-3.44) currently, which is a huge win in terms of leakage
reduction.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we show how to classify defensive as well as
non-defensive hosts via multiple features used in the sec-
ondary classifier(3.2). We plan to extend our work to query
context-aware host predictors wherein we’ll be using the
context of the host to determine if it’s unsatisfactory or not
thereby, demoting the unsatisfactory hosts. Also, we plan to
extend our work around the graph technique to determine
unsatisfactory hosts wherein we’ll expand from unsatisfac-
tory hosts and will see how many in-links a particular host
has to those sets of unsatisfactory hosts to conclude it as an
unsatisfactory host.
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